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NC resolutions. By the time you receive this, the National Council will have reached a decision most of these questions, but for your information the following resolutions that we know of as we go to press will be offered.

- A national counter-exam on the war to distribute at the draft exams.
- To be done in coordination with faculty and student groups; to be a priority for chapters.
- A fast in solidarity with Buddhists & students for elections in Vietnam; to take place soon. (Dick Flacks)
- More activity around the Freedom Draft.
- Summer Vietnam projects to turn the country into a town meeting on the war (L. Nyden, Hayden)
- A statement on the draft, opposing the war, the draft, 2 & 4, and calling for resistance (Hayden, J. Rubin)

Summer
- Summer Program for Farm Workers Organized by National Farm Workers' Association, asking for SDS endorsement. Would involve several hundred people doing work and working to expand FWA in Southwest and California (NFWA)
- Summer SDS Coordinators: appointing perhaps 100 people to serve as local coordinators for summer SDS programs in different cities, to organize the summer student constituency.

Organizational
- Appointment of three national fund-raisers immediately. (J. Sherer)
- Chapter fund-raising quota system.
- Distribution of responsibility for institutionalizing SDS among regional and national offices.
- Convention: proposal for an August convention, planning, etc.
- Bulletin: print monthly bulletin as page New Left Notes insert
- Staff: appointment of National Secretary to be conducting an intensive national investigation of SDS. Report have come from FBI, that we had held guerrilla training sessions, and the UN that we had held guerrilla training sessions.

FBI in Peace and War, The Federal Bureau of Investigation, an agency of the U. S. Department of Justice, has become an active participant in the civil rights movement. It is conducting an intensive national investigation of SDS. Reports have come from FBI, that we had held guerrilla training sessions, and the UN that we had held guerrilla training sessions.

The union has now won a few grievances and a wage increase, but it (which will still leave most people in extreme poverty line), but the university has yet to give it official recognition. Because Duke is not covered by the National Labor Relations Act, the union is now asking for an election which would guarantee payroll checkoff of dues. This would be followed by a contract guaranteeing fair wages, working conditions, and non-discrimination. One of the provisions is that it would be conducted by a contract guaranteeing fair wages, working conditions, and non-discrimination. One of the provisions is that it would be conducted

- Other

1035 e. 63rd st.

by Harry Bye and Sara Evans

Union organizing at Duke

In the spring of 1965 several junior
at Duke University in Durham, N.C., with the help of several students, worked to organize the student employees. The student employees formed an association of workers under the name of the "New Left Notes". The union's efforts were met with resistance from the administration and the leverage that the students had over the administrators was not sufficient to make any significant changes in the working conditions.

The union is now negotiating with the university for a new contract, which includes a provision for the recognition of the union as the bargaining agent for the student employees. The union is hoping to negotiate a new contract that will improve the working conditions for the student employees.

The student employees are also planning to organize a student union at Duke University, which would represent the interests of all students, not just the workers. The student union will be an independent organization, separate from the administration, and will work to improve the conditions for all students at Duke University.
Some people find that word hard to take; it is as if to be called an imperialist is to be insulted. On the contrary, imperialism is a time-honored habit of great and energetic powers. We may not find it an admirable habit, and I think the current American form of it—its roots go back at least to 1909—is an especially virulent strain. But it is a fact that we have it, and that is administered around the world by the business community and guarded by the government. Those who are skeptical should look into the reports of the big companies; they tell the truth.

We may rather effectively disguise our imperialist motives from ourselves. These underdeveloped countries, we say, need capital. We have that. As is so often the case, we have headstrong angles of foreign policy, that is, we do not do with this far-far and taking, but by the government. Those who are skeptical should look into the reports of the big companies; they tell the truth.
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When we read of Julian Bond, we can learn something about Ahmed Ben Bella. Peking. But modern China is a bare 15 harassed years old, Viet-Nam is a
revolution, and II a worthy hypothesis that the guerrilla in Nam-Bo was under the discipline of
Comintern, and if there had been no colonialism, then it would at least be«
out. It's no secret that we are in the midst of a great crisis. They do not know Mrs. Hamer, or Bobarris, or John Lewis. To know about this nation—this revolution—is to experience the same kind of
time, they seem to be aware of history. They win our confidence. Then they
make suggestions now.

Suggestions
Withdraw
Second, we should make immediate reparations to both halves of Viet-Nam, to Laos, and to Cambodia.

Non-intervention
Third, we should promise never again to intervene in revolutionary struggles. And if such a promise strikes fear into some dictator's heart, all the
better.

Remove necessity of revolution; end exploitation
Fourth, we should openly proclaim our understanding that the only effective
way to resist revolutions is by making them less necessary. One way to
do that is to restore the principle of no-adventurers that was originally
the heart of the Alliance for Progress. Another is by cracking the power of
the big international corporations. For quite moderate starting points, we might
attach the worst of motives to China's conduct. Our government practices
left notes
bureaucrats disclaimed" unless the global power system changes. I did
not make this easy prophecy with delight, but with a lump in my throat and
the certainty that it would be one of the shattering propositions of our
culture's history. I only ask: What does this national capacity for computerized slaughter make of us? But no semi-literate American with a television set can now
be unaware of the effects of saturation bombing. I can understand the nation
that chooses danger for itself in the name of an idea, even a bad one. But
Marxist handbook. Only try to grasp in your imagination the violence that
the people who make it will be all the more proud to
be violence, and that the people who make it will be all the more
brave, in bad causes, that good causes can raise bad men to power, and that
need for violence. But because Johnson fights in Viet-Nam to prove to other
countries—prove, for example, to this self-same Brazil—that "we keep our
commitments," the Brazilian oligarchy is only all the more secure in its
influence to the people's needs. Certain of the support of the American
Marines, it is only all the less inclined to effect even the most modest socia
changes. And when reform is impractical, this fake simplicity that there will
be violence, and that the people who make it will be all the more proud to
be violence, and that the people who make it will be all the more
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Booth to chapters from the National Office. Under discussion is the merits of electoral politics, we believe the participation of (according to Paul Booth) in the Healthy Continuity of SDS people in the newly formed National Office. New Politics raises serious imme­diate questions about the political role of the National Office and about our ability to organize politi­cally valid electoral politics. Electoral activity can be unproductive. The Julian Bond cam­paign, Black Panther Party, the MFDP, the NFPA’s activity at the city council level and ERAP efforts raise isues, organize people, and reveal the strength of organized solidarity of exploited people against their rulers. They are not at the immediate creation of a revolutionary situation but at the organiza­tion of primarily local and demo­cratic base thru which they can act and speak, con­structing the political principles of this kind of effect. The organization should be experi­mentation and beginning to establish a few days before sending them.

Paul Booth will try to get a lawyer to help us with this problem. We are aware of their common interests and power, and there was no "competition" in the issue.

Phil Ochs concerts. The concerts for May 20-22 are set. Friday is at Ambar, Saturday at Northwesterner, and Sunday in Chicago. We split the profits 50-50 with Ochs.

Ad. Clark Kissinger talked to Jules Klein about helping us with a film for the New York Review Books in June. He’s details yet to be ironed out.

Tax matters. We are almost ready to file the reams of forms required. We are getting ready to see how we can get the income tax and for the legal advice. From salaries, Judy Kissinger will con­sult with you on this. Paul Booth will try to get a lawyer to help us with this problem. We are aware of their common interests and power, and there was no "competition" in the issue.

San Diego proposal.

Cleveland, Ohio: Letter in issue #4 from the San Diego SDS steering committee call­ing for action to free the imprisoned Soviet writers and others. This call to action raises in my mind a number of questions: why is it imperative at this moment to gather sig­natures on petitions, pro­mote demonstrations, and organize an organiza­tion to try and obtain the release of these imprisoned writers? Are the promo­ters of this campaign acting in an impulsion of such an effort? Is the San Diego chapter in fact a joke which somehow came into being? What kind of ana­lysis is the San Diego chapter making? It seems to me that no one can write a sympathy letter, artists, teachers, etc. name a group of any country, I personally do not care for the lack of civil lib­erties that exist in the ussr and the Soviet Union today. I think maybe 50,000 are in Sds atrás on this. I also think of the people who are in this country and who are in this country. I do not care for the lack of civil liberties that exist in the ussr and the Soviet Union. I think maybe 50,000 are in Sds atrás on this. I also think of the people who are in this country. I do care for the lack of civil liberties that exist in the ussr and the Soviet Union.

San Diego chapter in fact a joke which somehow came into being? What kind of ana­lysis is the San Diego chapter making? It seems to me that no one can write a sympathy letter, artists, teachers, etc. name a group of any country.

Cleveland Project. Cleveland Community Project has issued a brochure describing their summer project on the Near West Side. The project includes work in welfare, housing and urban renewal, community theater, law, com­munity newspaper, school, and contact with children, photography, and the Neighborhood Link Drive Union. For a copy of the brochure write to the Cleveland Community Project, P.O. Box 500, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

Vet Report. The three recent issues of Veterans of World War II and the War SDS network members have been trying to link up with on the West Coast. I hope that we can make arrangements soon.

The "FBI" can be investigated in two ways. One way is by exposing the local chapter activity can be investi­gated by inquiring of local Deans whether they’ve been approached.

Technician needed. Advertisement is desired with a trustworthy SDS member with electronic background who could identify and neutralize illegal "wiretaps" and "room pickup" equip­ment on the premises of the National Office. Write to department 007, SDS, 1103 E. 63rd, Chicago, Ilinois 60637.
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